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Abstract: Social Network is susceptible to malicious message containing URLs for spam, phishing, and malware distribution. 

Mainly we are dealing with Twitter, in that we are finding suspicious address by using application tool both by creating 

manually and also from that manual coded tool we are calling API.  Conventional Spam detection schemes are ineffective 

against feature fabrications or consume abundant time and resources. In this paper, we propose WarningBird, a suspicious 

address detection system for twitter. Our system investigates correlations of URL redirect chains frequently share the same 

URLs. We develop methods to discover correlated URL by using application tool. We collect numerous tweets from the 

twitter public timeline and build a statistical classifier using them and also we are creating multiple accounts in that tool. We 

are finding suspicious URLs in that created account by analyzing URLs published in that account. Evaluation result shows 

that our classifier accurately and efficiently detects suspicious URLs. Also present our system work as a real-time detection 

system for classifying suspicious address in the twitter stream. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Twitter, Facebook, Google+ is a well-known social networking and information sharing service that allows users to 

exchange messages. In twitter mainly we can use message of fewer than 140 characters, also known as tweets, with their 

friends. When a user Jene Updates (or sends) a tweet, this tweet will be distributed to all of her followers, who have registered 

Jene as one of their friends. Instead of distributing her tweets to all of her followers, Jene can send a tweet to a specific twitter 

user Keerthi by mentioning this user by including @Keerthi in the tweet. Unlike status updates, mentions can be sent to users 

who do not follow Jene. When Twitter users want to share URLs with friends via tweets, they usually use URL shortening 

services to reduce the length of these URLs, because tweets can only contain a restricted number of characters [7]. Bit.ly and 

tinyurl.com are widely used services, and Twitter also provides its own shortening service [1][2]. Owing to the popularity of 

Twitter, malicious users often try to find a way to attack it. Because tweets are short in length, attackers use shortened malicious 

URLs that redirect Twitter users to external attack servers. To cope with malicious tweets, many Twitter spam detection 

schemes have been proposed. In this paper, we propose Application tool, a suspicious URL detection system for Twitter [2]. By 

using that tool we can add multiple twitter user account, initially we should enable follow, unfollow, tweet, retweet etc... And 

also by clicking tweet in that we can enter our message, it will be automatically send or update particular message in the twitter 

public timeline. If any suspicious URLs are there in that account means it can be easily detected and corrected by our 

Application tool. Because attackers’ resources are limited and need to be reused, a portion of their redirect chains must be 

shared. So by using Application tool we are classifying suspicious URLS from normal URLs. We are using java as front end 

and MySQL as back end. In such a way we are designing system to efficiently classify suspicious URLs from normal URLs. 

http://www.ijarcsms.com/
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Whatever we are updating in application tool, it will be automatically updated to our corresponding twitter account so, it is more 

efficient one compare to all previous suspicious URLs detection system. 

II. MALICIOUS SITES 

A. Suspicious site-Blackraybansunglasses.com 

We think about blackraybansunglasses.com that may be a suspicious website related to spam tweets. Here malicious server 

redirecting user, initially they will redirect both normal user and crawler [1]. After some correlation they will check whether the 

user is normal user or crawler, if the user is crawler means it will simply redirect them to Google page. Suppose if the user is 

normal user means it will redirect them again and make as to enter malicious page. 

 B. Suspicious Site- 24newspress.net 

Let us conjointly discuss 24newspress.net that may be a suspicious website distributed via tweets. We tend to initially 

found this website at the tip of June 2011 and it remains active.  

C.  Observations concerning malicious sites 

From the previous examples, we are able to determine meaningful characteristics of suspicious website. They use variety of 

various twitter accounts and shortened URLs to cloak constant suspicious URLs. They conjointly use long redirect chains to 

avoid investigation. These characteristics are the basis for the feature models we employ to classify suspicious address. They are 

having solely restricted resources, thus we are able to simply decide suspicious URLs. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. Motivation and Basic plan concerning Classifier 

Our goal is to develop a suspicious address detection system for Twitter that is robust enough to safeguard against 

conditional redirection. An attacker creates a long URL redirect chain by using uniform resource locator shortening services, 

such as bit.ly and tinyurl.com, to redirect visitors to a malicious landing page. The attacker then uploads a tweet including the 

initial uniform resource locator of the redirect chain to Twitter. Later, when a user or a crawler visits the initial URL, he or she 

will be redirected to an entry point of intermediate URLs that are associated with private redirection servers. Some of these 

redirection servers will check whether the current visitor is a normal browser or a crawler. If the current visitor seems to be a 

normal browser, they will redirect the visitor to a malicious landing page. If not, they will redirect the visitor to a benign landing 

page but we can avoid above problem using WARNINGBIRD tool. Therefore, if we analyze a number of correlated redirect 

chains instead of an individual redirect chain, we can find suspicious URLs in the correlated redirect chains. And also 

application tool is used to collect all information and classify URLS. 

B.   System Details 

Our system is composed of three major components: data collection, feature extraction, WARNINGBIRD tool.                

1. Information  collection:  

The information collection component has two subcomponents: the collection of tweets with URLs and crawling for URL 

redirections. To collect tweets with URLs and their context information from the Twitter public timeline, this component uses 

WARNINGBIRD tool [1]. As we have seen, our crawler cannot reach malicious landing URLs when they use conditional 

redirections to evade crawlers. However, because our detection system does not rely on the features of landing URLs, it works 

independently of such crawler evasions. By adding individual accounts in Application tool, we can collect information from that 

particular account from tool itself. 
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2.  Feature extraction:  

The feature extraction main function is extracting feature vectors. This component monitors the tweet queue by using 

WARNINGBIRD Application tool to check whether a sufficient number of tweets have been collected. In feature extraction we 

are extracting features based on URL redirection, HTML content and also based on number of correlations. 

3.  WARNINGBIRD tool:  

The WARNINGBIRD tool component has two subcomponents: retrieval of account statuses and the training classifier. We 

periodically update our classifier by using Offline Supervised Learning Algorithm. Here our WARNINGBIRD Application tool 

is efficiently trained to classify URLs. 

The classification component executes our classifier that is WARNINGBIRD Application tool using input feature vectors to 

classify suspicious URLs [1]. When the classifier returns a number of malicious feature vectors, this component flags the 

corresponding URLs and their tweet information as suspicious. In classification we are classifying suspicious URLs from 

normal URLs. Attacker having only limited resources so that we can effectively classify suspicious URLs by using application 

tool.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Fig 1: System Design 

 

C.  Options concerning Suspicious URLS 

We introduce many features for classifying suspicious URLs on Twitter [1]. These features can be classified as features 

derived from correlated URL redirect chains and features derived from the related tweet context information using 

WARNINGBIRD Application tool. 

1.  Features Derived from Correlated URL Redirect Chains in Suspicious Site 

We are using application tool that is available in www.tweetpro.com, from that tool we are identifying various features to 

find out suspicious URLs. Some of the features are as below. 

2. URL redirects chain length in Suspicious Site 

Attackers usually use long URL redirect chains to make investigations more difficult. By using our statistical classifier 

information we can easily find out URL redirect chain length. From that information we can classify URLs by using 

WARNINGBIRD Application tool both by using manual and real time tool. 
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3. Frequency of entry point URL in Suspicious Site 

The number of occurrences of the current entry point URL within a tweet window is important. We are getting frequently 

occurring URLs from twitter public timeline and build a statistical classifier using them. 

IV. EVALUATION 

A.   System Setup and Information assortment 

To collect tweets, we are using website www.tweetpro.com by opening that we can get tweepro page from that we can add 

many account and the same time we can store previously detected suspicious URLs from that we can classify suspicious URLs 

[11]. 

B.    Real-time 

The real-time version of Application tool is used for achieving good latency and detection coverage. In real time we can 

detect suspicious URLs in twitter stream and add that particular suspicious URLs into banned account [11]. Because suspicious 

URL is very dangerous one, if suppose if we are clicking that means malicious server can easily able to hack our related account 

username and password. This type of application tool used to easily separate suspicious URL from normal URL in real time use. 

C.    Comparison with Twitter 

We compare the efficiency of WARNINGBIRD Application tool with that of Twitter’s detection system. Now by our 

Application tool we can efficiently detect suspicious URLs in real time. And also previously for spam detection we need to put 

lot effort for training network. But here by using Application tool we can accurately and efficiently detect suspicious URLs.       

 
Fig 2: Performance of WARNINGBIRD tool 

V. DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we tend to discuss some limitations of our system and possible evasion techniques.  Currently, 

WARNINGBIRD Application tool provide output for added account. So it can handle only that added account it won’t find 

suspicious URLs from other twitter accounts. Conjointly its determination causes inaccuracy in some of the feature values, 

including the redirect chain lengths, positions of the entry point URLs, and the number of different landing URLs [11]. 

Therefore, in the future we will use customized Web browsers to retrieve redirect chains fully. If we are getting permission from 

twitter stream and can be able to see all twitter user, and finding suspicious URLs from unadded account too means it’s much 

more efficient. And conjointly we didn’t worked with Facebook and Google + but it is also possible to find suspicious URLs in 

Facebook and Google+ too. 

 

http://www.tweetpro.com/
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VI. RELATED WORK 

A.   Manual Application Tool 

Many twitter suspicious URL detection schemes have been introduced. Most have focused on how to collect a large 

number of spam and non-spam accounts and extract the features that can effectively distinguish spam from non-spam accounts. 

To avoid feature fabrication, Manual tool relies on more robust features extracted from the Twitter public timeline.  The 

extraction of these robust features, however, is time and resource consuming 

B.   Real-time Application Tool 

Many suspicious URL detection schemes have been proposed. Here in real time Application tool by entering our account 

details we are automatically login to particular twitter account without using twitter account. From that tool we can add multiple 

accounts, in that account we should enable all task after that check each and every task and then run task to classify URLs. It is 

a real-time suspicious URLs detection system by building statistical classifier. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Previous suspicious uniform resource locator detection systems are weak at protecting against conditional redirection 

servers that distinguish investigators from normal browsers and redirect them to benign pages to cloak malicious landing pages. 

In this paper, we propose a new suspicious URL detection system for Twitter, WARNINGBIRD Application tool [11]. Unlike 

the previous systems, WARNINGBIRD Application tool is robust when protecting against conditional redirection, because it 

does not rely on the features of malicious landing pages that may not be reachable. Instead, it focuses on the correlations of 

multiple redirect chains that share redirection servers. We introduced new features on the basis of these correlations, 

implemented a real-time classification system using these features, and evaluate the system’s accuracy and performance. The 

evaluation results showed that our system is highly accurate and can be deployed as a real-time system to classify large samples 

of tweets from the Twitter public timeline. 

In the future, we will extend our system to address dynamic and multiple redirections. We will also implement a distributed 

version of WARNINGBIRD Application tool to process all tweets from the Twitter public timeline. And also we will also 

implement technique as without adding multiple accounts itself we need to find suspicious URLs for all twitter users by using 

some additional capacity Application tool. 
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